In nature there are various pairs of observed phenomena and observing scientific techniques which are elegantly coupled with each other. A very general and well known example is the fact that the metal we use to build telescopes were once built in stars by nuclear fusion. Hence in a fundamental sense, stars themselves have helped us indirectly in observing them in great detail. In this article I mention a bit more scientifically subtle and an even more interesting example of such a pair which raises interesting thoughts about an old experiment, its beauty and relevance in a very modern tool for astronomy.
Brief Introduction
In nature there are various pairs of observed phenomena and observing scientific techniques which are elegantly coupled with each other. A very general and well known example is the fact that the metal we use to build telescopes were once built in stars by nuclear fusion. Hence in a fundamental sense, stars themselves have helped us indirectly in observing them in great detail. In this article I mention a bit more scientifically subtle and an even more interesting example of such a pair which raises interesting thoughts about an old experiment, its beauty and relevance in a very modern tool for astronomy.
Newton's Bucket Experiment
This was one of the oldest simple experiments (after Galileo) which looked into interesting aspects of absolute and relative motion. Newton realised that any liquid rotating in a container would have a paraboloid shape and described about this experiment in 1689. Higher the rotational velocity, greater the depth of the paraboloid meniscus. The curvature of liquid surface seen while stirring coffee in a cup is exactly the same phenomenon. In our daily life, we usually experience this effect when the liquid rotates relative to the walls of a container.
Subsequently Newton imagined a scenario where the whole bucket and water together was spinning relative to the ground. In that case there is no relative motion between the liquid and walls of the bucket. For an observer on that spinning reference frame, both the water and bucket would remain stationary. Even then the observer would notice the parabolic shift in water's surface. Newton got inspired to find the origin and cause for such an effect mainly because the paraboloid shape is independent of the interaction between the container and liquid.
Furthermore he imagined a case in which the universe had only a bucket of water. His intuitive calculations using classical mechanics predicted that the parabolic shift would be present even if there were no other perturbing masses in the universe with respect to which the bucket rotates (Page 78, Born & Leibfried 1962; Narlikar 2011). In simple terms it meant that the paraboloid shape in any rotating liquid was a true signature of absolute rotation. Absolute motion with respect to space has been a subject of very thought provoking debates by great scientists like Newton, Descarte, Mach, Leibniz, Foucault, Neumann, Einstein and others (Chapter 7, Ciufolini & Wheeler 1995). For the same experiment Mach was of the view that such a parabolic shift in a rotating fluid was due to the relative motion of the system with respect to other bodies in the universe and there is nothing called absolute rotation (Chapter 1 
Modern Liquid Telescope
The idea of using a liquid as a primary mirror dates back to Ernesto Capocci's letter (Gibson 1991) to the Royal Academy of Belgium in 1850. It never became a reality then because of the lack of efficient electric motors to rotate the system and thereby generate the required parabolic shift (discussed above) in a liquid to make it act as a concave mirror of the right focal length. But there was widespread interest (Borra et al. 1991 , Hickson 2002 ) among many group of scientists ever since then. American physicist Robert W. Wood built one of the first complete liquid mirror telescopes (Gibson 1991) in 1909. With his 0.51 m mirror, he was able to resolve the e Lyrae quadruple star system, which has component stars separated by as small as 2.3 arc seconds.
The Large Zenith Telescope (LZT) completed in 2003 has proved to be remarkably successful and intriguing because of its novel mechanism and high efficiency. It uses the reflective liquid Mercury to focus the starlight. The 6 metre dish with 30 litres of Mercury spins at about 7 times per minute which in turn gives the right curvature to the fluid to act as a perfect concave mirror. The overall cost of this project has been 10 times lower than that of the telescopes with conventional solid mirrors. The success of this project has inspired many international institutes to plan projects of similar magnitudes and higher. For example, University of British Columbia is planning a 10 metre liquid mirror telescope in near future in close collaboration with America and Australia using the same old technique outlined in Newton's bucket experiment.
The Beautiful Convergence
Section 2 and 3 brings us back to the original comparison similar to the case mentioned in the introduction where stardust in turn aids to observe stars. In this specific case, the sheer concept of observing the celestial bodies using the parabolic shift of a rotating fluid which in turn is believed to be caused by the gravitational effects from these celestial bodies itself gives an unusual scientific and philosophical appeal to the whole picture. Hence the sudden advancements and flourishing of many liquid telescope projects give a new twist to the entire scene. It simply makes the Newtonian, Machian and Einsteinian view of absolute motion and rotating reference frames even more relevant and thought provoking in the present times.
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